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Context and main question
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Recent literature, including my own work: labor
market concentration is associated with lower wages
in both the US and Europe.



Monopsony power: lower wages and/or worse
working conditions.



This paper: labor market concentration and job
security in multiple European countries (Germany,
France, Portugal, Italy, Spain).

Summary of main results



Using linked employer-employee data w.
many controls:




10% increase in labor market concentration
reduces wages by about 0.2% and reduces
permanent contract hiring by 0.5% or more

Two main contributions:


Solidify the finding that labor market
concentration is associated with lower wages,
using comparable datasets and specifications
across European countries (Germany, France,
Portugal and Denmark)



Labor market concentration also affects nonwage job attributes, specifically job security.
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Identification



What is the source of variation in labor market
concentration given the many controls?


Individual fixed effects, firm by municipality by time
fixed effects, local labor market fixed effects



Sometimes also add the share of each 4-digit
occupation in new hires at the national level



It would help to explain it in more detail to the
reader, with more intuition on variation: across
occupations seems important.



A plus here: firm-municipality by time fixed effects
absorb time-varying productivity shocks at the
firm-municipality level.
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Policy implications: competition policy




Labor market concentration is associated with
lower wages & lower job security in Europe:


Relative to the US, European institutions are more
protective of workers. Yet, a lack of labor market
competition still negatively affects workers.



European competition authorities can consider
beefing up labor antitrust enforcement

At the US Department of Justice, we are working
on new merger guidelines (with the FTC):


Mergers between competing employers raise
competition concerns



Both deteriorations in wages AND in non-wage job
attributes can be indicia of monopsony power

Raising the floor


Minimum job standards limit the adverse effects of
a lack of competition on workers (see Marinescu
& Rosenfeld, 2022, on worker power):


Minimum wage: more positive employment effects
in more concentrated markets in the US (Azar, HuetVaughn, Marinescu, Taska, von Wachter, 2022)



In Europe specifically: better regulating the use of
fixed-term contracts (Garcia-Perez, Marinescu &
Vall Castello 2018 show adverse employment
effects of liberalizing fixed-term contracts in Spain)



Stronger enforcement of regulations like the
minimum wage and worker safety
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